
Thanks. , 
/I) 

old Weisberg 

9/23/ J1 

Dear nr. "artin, 

Yhanku for your letter of the 19th. 

Herewith the books. 

Of the books I recommend, two that are both excellent and out of ,,rint. Howard 
Reffman'e l'resumed L'uilty is the best simplification of all and Sylvia keagher's 
fipcessories after the fact is truly a superb work. .nd the best writing. 

Unless Roffman's serves the purpose, and it is dated, as is "eagher's, there is no 
one book that id a good summation. There are a number of reasons for this, ran,Ing from 
the fact that when moat were written the authors did not use what then was available at 
the Archives or could not to their lack of familiarity, really in most cases interest 
in, the records that were later disgorged by the executive agencies, ?arti,cularly the 
FBI. 

4/ illustrate llustrate the latter, Jeginning in late 1977 I began to get what totals about a 
quarter of a million pages of JFZ assassination records. Ito single one of those who 
late.: wrote books has cone here for access to those records ald I give access to all 
writers. (Most of whom I know I'll disa'ee with, too.) 

Their 614 i  theories and almost without exception they will their theories into 
presumed fact when in no case is this true. They do not want factual material to contraw 
diet their pet theories so they avoid it. 

People should be interested but...)ey should also beix in mind that the crime it- 
self was never efficially investigatbee and officialdom never really intended to inveutige- 
ate the crime. Thus there were no real leads for privafe-persons to fol-ow up. 

There is, by the way, an excellent documentary now available on a cassette, Gerard 
Selby's Reasonable Doubt. It focuses on the single-bullet theory and 	more than quite 

comprehensible - it is really fine. 

It was his master's thesis in the Univ. of Marylahl School of Otudlulications. It 

was entered in the natUonal eouyetition and . Jon first hon.7'r in the history division. 

ilm4c E has been'Oriepeatint: it over and over again. 



• 

943 30th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98122 
September 19, 1991 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
Route 12 
Old Reciever Road 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg, 

Thank you for responding to my 
I very much appreciate your brief I would like to order the following 

Photographic Whitewash 

initial query concerning your publication. note answering my question in that letter. works: 

$9.95 
Whitewash IV $7.25 

Frame-Up $12.50 

Post Mortem $12.50 

I am sending a check for $42.70 (includes 50O for insurance on Whitewash IV.) If you would, I would appreciate it very much if you would autograph these works. Again, I am very greatful for the years of dedicated research you've given to this sad case. I am hoping that somehow the truth will eventually be admitted in public by the establishment that took such pains to cover things up. If you were to recommend one book to read on this subject, outside of your own works,what would it be? I have copies already of your first two Whitewash books as well as your book Oswald in New Orleans.  Is tlAre any particular work that gives a good summation of case for those who might not want to do a lot of investigative reading on the case? Lots of people are interested when the subject is discussed but the literature is substantial enough to cause some to shy away from it. Your opinion would be appreciated. 

Again, many thanks. 

Yours truly, 

de. 

Joe Martin 


